
light to charge for about 22 hours or so. Then, it works
all over again.

I use the Maglite every night when I walk Honey the
Wonder Dog. Depending on the season, that’s either
one or two walks in darkness every night. Add to that a
lot of additional use during that eight or ten day period
and the Maglite Rechargeable with that same re-charge-
able battery has proven to be a terrific investment as a
trusted accessory for the Ahern
household. A mechanic of my
acquaintance – the kind who
runs a shop that works on cars
and not the kind of “mechanic”
who is alternatively known as a
“torpedo” or “cleaner” – uses
Maglite Rechargeable flash-
lights exclusively in his shop
and when he makes emergency
road service calls. In rural
Georgia, at night, a good flash-
light that can be relied upon is
a necessity, especially out on
lonely country roads.

To re-charge the light, simply
plug the charger into an outlet
and snap the light into position.
A metallic ring serves to absorb
the charge. When you are
through, grasp the charger in
one hand and the light in the
other and pull the Maglite free.
It’s ridiculously simple. Automo-
tive charger units are also available for the Maglite
Rechargeable. Bulb life has proven excellent. I’ve
dropped the light a couple of times and only once had to
replace a bulb. Maglites are known for toughness and
durability. Light output from my model does not match
the high tech tactical lights, but is more than adequate for
normal use. When re-charging is due, dimming is notice-
able and rapid. The Maglite Rechargeables are excellent
gear for the home or
shop. A little pricey
to acquire, they turn
into a solid bargain
because of their long
life. At nine years
and counting, we’re
happy with ours.
And, it gets the
Honey the Wonder
Dog bark of
approval!

Something in
which Honey may
not hold an interest,
but I do, is the 2009
Edition of GUN
DIGEST
(www.gundigest-
books.com). Back in
the mid-1970s, when
I was Associate Edi-
tor of GUNS Maga-
zine and both GUNS
and Digest Books
were essentially
neighbors in North Suburban Chicago, having an article
in GUN DIGEST was sort of the zenith of gun writing –

that’s before Dillon’s Blue Press, of course. The GUN
DIGEST articles were both scholarly and definitive. These
days, GUN DIGEST is published by Krause, a division of
FW Publishing, and headquartered out of Iola, Wiscon-
sin. It’s gone through various changes and ownerships in
its sixty-three years of publication. There’s even a monthly
magazine – formerly THE GUN LIST – that shares the
illustrious name. But, THE one and only GUN DIGEST is

still the ultimate annually pub-
lished firearms reference book
and still prestigious for the writ-
ers whose work appears
between its covers.

I’m bragging a bit, I know. In
the 2009 Edition, you’ll find my
article entitled “The Double
Action Revolver for Concealed
Carry,” illustrated, of course,
with Sharon’s photographs. We
hope you enjoy the piece.

Something just literally
arrived today from my old
friend Pat Crawford (www.
crawfordknives.com). Pat has
made some marvelously weird
edged weapons over the years,
but what hit this morning
shows that Pat’s imagination
has reached a new level. I
have never taken to something
like this so quickly and I’ve
been carrying it around all

day. It’s called the “Push Pick.”
The Push Pick has a three and one-half-inch long

bead blasted 440C pick. The pick screws into a hard
anodized aluminum handle, knurled. The pick can be
turned point inward for carrying, screwed in point out-
ward to use in a dagger hold, or screwed into the center
of the handle for a push knife style hold, like an ice pick.

Even with the pick turned into the handle, the Push
Pick can be used
quite effectively,
like a yarawa stick,
against soft targets
or an adversary’s
temples, etc. It can
be held in the fist
like a roll of quar-
ters, if you wish.

The Push Pick
by Pat Crawford is
a terrific little
defensive accesso-
ry that’s wonderful-
ly versatile. Talk
about fertile imagi-
nation, Pat’s got
one. Now, his son
and partner, Wes,
has a new design
he’s been working
on that – well,
we’ll talk about
that one when it’s
perfected. Take it
from me, the Pat

Crawford Push Pick is perfected and then some – and, it’s
meticulously handmade, of course.
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Left: Ahern with the Push Pick in dagger hold. 
Center Inset: Close-up of the Crawford Push Pick in carry mode. 

Right: Ahern with the Push Pick in ice pick hold.

The 2009 Issue of Gun Digest.
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